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ON THE COVER.
DUBLIN, WINTER LANDSCAPE, painting by Alexander James, 1921.
The scene is not the Community Church, as one might suppose at first
glance, but the 1877 Trinitarian Congregational Church in the lower
village. To the right is the Doyles' place, once Willard Pierce's,
and in the distance the Eaves house which had just been built the year
before James painted the picture. By 1950 only four members of the
Trinitarian Society remained, and the church having fallen into dispair,
it was acquired by the Dublin Women's Club and renovated as a club-
house. In 1978 it was deeded to the Town, and since then has been
Dublin's Post Office. The steeple was blown to the ground during a
winter storm in December 1949 and never replaced.
Alexander James (1890-1946), son of the philosopher and psychologist
William James, came to make his home in Dublin about 1918 and re-
mained here the rest of his life. He painted this landscape from be-
hind "French's Tavern'I (the present Bullard house), where he had a
studio at that time, before moving it across the road in the early
twenties near his own house. A friend described James as "the
patientest Impatient Man, the most social Recluse, the most respectful
Iconoclast." An outstanding figure in the Dublin artists' colony, he
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ABSTRACT OF THE ANNUAL TOWN MEETING - 1985
TOWN OF DUBLIN, N.H. 03444
Town Meeting was held in two sessions this year, March 12, 1985 for
election of officers, March 16, 1985, for the decision of Warrant
Articles and Budget.
March 12, 1985, Town Hall, Dublin, N.H. Polls opened at 10:00 A.M.,
closed at 6:00 P.M. C. Robertson Trowbridge, Moderator, presiding.
Results were as follows:
ARTICLE 1: Officers Elected: Town Treasurer for one year: Mary E.
Krogman, Supervisor of the Checklist for one year: Edward F. Whitney,
Highway Agent for one year: Clarence Babneau, Member Budget Committee
for two years: Julien D. McKee, Member Budget Committee for three
years (Write In) Stephen Knapp, Library Trustee for three years:
Nellie A. Crossley, Town Clerk/Tax Collector for three years: Anita J.
Crowell, Selectman for three years: John J. McKenna, two members of
the Planning Board for three years: Joseph F. Wakeman and Daniel J.
Walsh, Trustee of Trust Funds for three years: Thomas C. LaFortune,
Cemetery Committee for three years: Glen H. Scribner, Water
Commissioner for three years: Brian M. Barden, Recreation Committee
for three years (two): Judith A. Knapp, Gary Steinbach., Moderator
Contoocook Valley School District for one year: Harvey A. Chandler.
ARTICLE 2: Proposed Amendments to Zoning Ordinance and Land Use
Regulations:
1. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 1 as proposed by
the Planning Board for the Town Zoning Ordinance as follows: Article
1. and other articles to conform to new chapter 672 through 677 in
compliance with Title LXIV Laws of 1983 and make other administrative
changes as necessary? 112 YES to 44 NO.
2. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 2 as proposed by
the Planning Board for the Town Zoning Ordinance as follows: Article
VII, B, Nonconforming Uses: To clarify the expansion of a non-
conforming use by including structures and specifying changes from
original foundation plans? 113 YES to 46 NO.
3. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 3 as proposed by
the Planning Board for the Town Zoning Ordinance as follows: Article
VIII, Table of Use: By adding Bed and Breadfast as a special
exception (SE) in the village and rural districts; changing Office
Uses such as banks, post offices, etc. to special exceptions (SE)
in the village and rural districts; change Other Principal Uses,
specifically home occupations, to special exceptions (SE) in the
village and rural districts; and to clarify section M, 2 concerning
Main Use of land not involving structures? 104 YES to 55 NO.
4. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 4 as proposed
by the Planning Board for the Town Zoning Ordinance as follows:
Article X, Board of Adjustment, which adds a revised paragraph 7.
Home Occupation and deletes the former Article III, M? 101 YES to
49 NO.
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ARTICLE 3: Officers chosen by voice vote: Measurer of Wood & Bark:
Brian Barden, Memorial Day Committee: Brian Barden, Daniel J. Walsh,
Robert 0. Blanchette.
ARTICLE 4: Moved the Reports of Agents, Auditors, Committees, be
accepted as printed. Carried.
ARTICLE 5: Moved that the Town vote to accept the following Cemetery
Lot Perpetual Care Trust Funds:
Walter Bennett $ 100.00
T.H. Cabot $ 200.00
Charles Cook $ 100.00
Hope McLellan Estate $ 200.00
John Summers $ 100.00
Clinton B. Yeomans $ 200.00
Carried.
ARTICLE 6: Moved that the Town will vote to authorize the with-
drawal of $ 5,700.00 ( Five Thousand Seven Hundred Dollars ) plus
any accrued interest from the Landfill Conversion Capital Reserve
Fund, to complete the Landfill closure effort or take any other
action related thereto. (Recommended by the Budget Committee.)
Carried Unanimously.
ARTICLE 7: Moved that the Town vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $ 2,000.00 ( Two Thousand Dollars ) to meet state requirements
for a deep ground water monitoring well at the Landfill or take any
other action related thereto. (Recommended by the Budget Committee.)
Carried Unanimously.
ARTICLE 8: Moved that the Town vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $ 8,728.00 ( Eight Thousand Seven Hundred Twenty -Eight Dollars )
to shingle the roof of the Town Hall Building. (Recommended by the
Budget Committee.) Carried Unanimously.
ARTICLE 9: Moved that the Town vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $11,070.00 (Eleven Thousand Seventy Dollars) for the
purchase of a new Police Cruiser of which $ 4,695.00 (Four Thousand
Six Hundred Ninety -Five Dollars would be withdrawn from the Revenue
Sharing Account and the remaining $ 6,375.00 (Six Thousand Three
Hundred Seventy-Five Dollars) would be withdrawn from the Capital
Reserve Cruiser Account. (Recommended by the Budget Committee.)
Carried Unanimously.
ARTICLE 10: Moved that the Town vote to authorize the withdrawal
from the Federal Revenue Sharing Fund for the use as an offset
against Budget appropriations for the following specific purposes
and in the amounts indicated herein:
Jaffrey Landfill Fee $ 11,500.00
Police Cruiser $ 4,695.00
(Recommended by the Budget Committee.) Carried Unanimously.
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ARTICLE 11: Moved that the Town vote to authorize the Selectmen
tq appoint a 3 member committee to evaluate the advisability of
Dublin's joining a 53-B Solid Waste Management District or take
any other action relating thereto.
ARTICLE 12: Lucille A. McDonald was acting Moderator for this
article. Moved that the Town vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $1,000.00 (One Thousand Dollars) for the purchase of hard-
ware, software and supplies to outfit the computer belonging to the
Dublin Public Library. (Not recommended by the Budget Committee.)
Amended by the Budget Committee to read as follows: To see if the
Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $350.00 (Three
Hundred and Fifty Dollars) for the purchase of hardware, software
and supplies to outfit the computer belonging to the Dublin Public
Library or take any other action relating thereto. Amendment failed
16 YES to 72 NO. Original Motion Carried.
ARTICLE 13: Moved that the Town vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $14,374.00 (Fourteen Thousand Three Hundred Seventy-Four
Dollars) for the purpose of converting the present street lights
to high pressure sodium. (Recommended by the Budget Committee.)
Amended by Edward F. Whitney to read as follows: Moved that the
Selectmen arrange with Public Service for the installation of one
sample sodium street light of the type Public Service proposes to
use in replacing present street lights, at a convenient location
and prior to next Town Meeting, that the Selectmen prepare a
map showing just where the new lights would be installed, and that
the Selectmen include an article covering Street Lights in the
Warrant for next Town Meeting. Motion as Amended Carried Unanimously.
ARTICLE 14: This Article was passed over for this year.
ARTICLE 15: Moved that the Town vote to authorize the withdrawal
of $4,200.00 (Four Thousand Two Hundred Dollars) from the Capital
Reserve Fund plus interest for completion of the Cemetery Expansion.
(Recommended by the Budget Committee.) Carried 87 YES to 1 NO.
ARTICLE 16: Moved that the Town vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $7,800.00 ( Seven Thousand Eight Hundred Dollars) to repair
the compartments and other necessary rust repairs to the 8 M 3 Fire
Truck. ( Recommended by the Budget Committee.) Carried
ARTICLE 17: Moved that the Town vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $61,515.00 ( Sixty-One Thousand Five Hundred Fifteen Dollars)
for the new addition to the Fire Station. ( Not recommended by the
Budget Committee.) Carried 84 YES to 15 NO.
ARTICLE 18: Moved that the Town accept the Budget submitted by the
Budget Committee together with any changes which have already been
approved and raise and appropriate the sum of $584,758.00 ( Five
Hundred Eighty-Four Thousand Seven Hundred Fifty-Eight Dollars) which
represents the total appropriations approved by this Town Meeting.
Carried.
11
ARTICLE 19: Moved that the Town vote to authorize the Selectmen to
administer and dispose of any Real Estate acquired by Tax Deed.
Carried.
ARTICLE 20: Moved that the Town vote to authorize the Selectmen
to borrow money in anticipation of taxes. Carried.
ARTICLE 21: Moved that the Town authorize the Tax Collector to
accept pre-payment of property taxes. Carried.
ARTICLE 22: Moved that the Town vote to accept Legacies and Gifts
to the Town in trust or otherwise by any individual or individuals.
Carried.
ARTICLE 23: Moved that the Town vote to authorize the Selectmen
to apply for, to accept and expend on behalf of the Town or any
Department thereof, any and all grants or other funds for Municipal
purposes which may now or hereafter be forthcoming,!, over and
above the total appropriation voted by the Town in accordance with
RSA 31:95b. Carried.
MEETING ADJOURNED AT 12:50 P.M.
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED,





DUBLIN. New llAMPSiiinE 03444
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
TOWN WARRANT
To the inhabitants and voters of the Town of Dublin qualified to vote in
Town Affairs: You are hereby notified that the polls will be opened at the
Town Hall Lower Meeting Room from 10:00 A.M. to 6:00 P.M. on Tuesday, March
11, 1986"to ballot for Town Officers (Article I) and other questions required
by law to be decided by ballot (Article II)".
Persuant to the authority of RSA 39-2a and the vote of the Town on March 13,
1979, all business, other than ballot questions, will be recessed until March
15, 1986 at 10:00 A.M. at the Dublin Consolidated School to act upon the
following: (Except Article I and Article II)
ARTICLE I
"To bring in ballots for the following officers:"
ONE YEAR TERM
Town Treasurer, Highway Agent, Moderator Conval School District
TWO YEAR TERM
Town Moderator, (1) One Member of the Budget Committee
THREE YEAR TERM
Selectman, Trustee of Trust Funds, Water Commissioner, Library Trustee, Cemetery
Committee, (2) Members Budget Committee, Recreation Committee, (2) Members
Planning Board, Member Conval School District
Supervisor of the Checklist
SIX YEAR TERM
ARTICLE 2
"Shall the Town accept the provisions of RSA 53-B'l to 11 inclusive providing
for the establishment of a regional refuse disposal district together with
the towns of Chesterfield, Harrisville, Marlborough, Nelson, Roxbury, Surry,
Swanzey, Troy and Westmoreland and the city of Keene, and the construction
maintenance, and operation of a regional refuse disposal facility by said
district in accordance with the provisions of a proposed agreement filed
with the Selectmen". (By Ballot) (Recommended by the Budget Committee)
ARTICLE 3
"To choose all necessary Town Officers".
ARTICLE 4
"To hear the reports of Agents, Auditors, Committees, heretofore chosen and
to pass any vote relating thereto".
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ARTICLE 5
"To see if the Town will vote to accept certain Trust Funds as follows:
Betsey Bernier Lot $200.00
Paul & Nancy Lehmann Lot $200.00
Betty Nazelrod Lot $400.00
Pellerin & McDonald Lot $400.00
Alice & Gertrude & Harry Rowe Lots $300.00
ARTICLE 6
"To see if the Town will vote to change the position of Road Agent from an
elected office for a 1 (One) Year period to an appointed position by the




"To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $16,204.00
(Sixteen Thousand Two Hundred Four Dollars) for the purchase of a one ton
truck with plow of which $13,739.00 (Thirteen Thousand Seven Hundred Thirty
Nine Dollars) to be withdrawn from the Revenue Sharing account and the
remaining $2,465.00 (Two Thousand Four Hundred Sixty Five Dollars) to be
raised by taxation or take any other action relating thereto." (Recommended
by the Budget Committee)
ARTICLE 8
"To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $9,591.00
(Nine Thousand Five Hundred Ninety One Dollars) for the purpose of upgrading
the street lights or take any other action relating thereto." (Recommended
by the Budget Committee)
ARTICLE 9
"To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to appoint members of
the recreation commission commencing with the first vacancy after March 11, 1986
or take any other action relating thereto."
ARTICLE 10
"To see if the Town will vote to adopt the following bylaw: The owner of any
building located within the Town of Dublin shall be responsible for any fire
alarm relating to such owner's building, given or sent to the Dublin Fire
Department, whether or not such owner has given or sent or authorized the
giving or sending of the alarm. There shall be imposed on the said owner an
administrative fee of $100.00 (One Hundred Dollars) for each false fire alarm
relating to each such building in excess of three false fire alarms given or
sent in any one calendar year, payable to the Fire Chief for the Town of Dublin
to be used for fire prevention purposes. The term 'false fire alarm' means
an alarm negligently given or sent and an alarm resulting from mechanical defect




"To see if the Town will vote to increase the salary of Fire Chief by $2,000.00
(Two Thousand Dollars) and the 2 (Two) Deputies salaries by $100.00 (One
Hundred Dollars) each or take any other action relating thereto." (Not recommended
by the Budget Committee)
ARTICLE 12
"To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $13,150.00
(Thirteen Thousand One Hundred Fifty Dollars) for the salary of 3rd. Full
Time Police Officer or take any other action relating thereto." (Not recommended
by the Budget Committee)
ARTICLE 13
"To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1701.00
(One Thousand Seven Hundred One Dollars) to fullfill the terms and conditions
required by the Ashuelot Valley Refuse Disposal District for new members
entering the District or take any other action relating thereto." (Recommended
by the Budget Committee)
ARTICLE 14
"To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to borrow at terms
deemed to be in the best interest of the Town a sum not to exceed $27,500.00
(Twenty Seven Thousand Five Hundred Dollars) for the new addition to the
Fire Station or take any other action relating thereto. "($25,850.00 recommended
by the Budget Committee) ($1,650.00 not recommended by the Budget Committee)
ARTICLE 15
"To see if the Town will vote to raise and to appropriate the sum of $48,000.00
(Forty Eight Thousand Dollars) to be placed in the Capital Reserve, to be












(Recommended by the Budget Committee]
ARTICLE 16
"To see if the Town will vote to renovate and improve the present post office
building and grounds and improve proposed common driveways and parking
facilities on adjoining land to the east (provided that the Town shall first
secure an easement for such driveways and parking facilities deemed by the
Selectmen to be in the best interest of the Town), and to authorize the
Selectmen (a) to borrow a sum not to exceed $95,000.00 (Ninety Five Thousand
Dollars) at terms deemed by the Selectmen to be in the best interest to the
Town to be used for such renovations and improvements, and (b) to execute a
lease of all or parts of said building, grounds, driveways and facilities
with the United States Postal Service on terms and conditions deemed by the
Selectmen in the best interest of the Town; or to take any other action
relating thereto." (Recommended by the Budget Committee)
-15-
ARTICLE 17
"To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to close out the Real
Estate Revaluation Capital Reserve Fund, principal & interest as of date of
transfer, to be transferred to the active Capital Reserve Fund - Fire Equipment,
or take any other action relating thereto."
ARTICLE 18
"To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to close out the Side-
walk Capital Reserve Fund, principal & interest as of date of transfer, to be
transferred to the Capital Reserve Account - Fire Equipment, or take any other
action relating thereto."
ARTICLE 19
"To see if the Town will accept the Budget submitted by the Budget Committee
and to see what sum the Town will vote to raise and appropriate in relation
thereto, or take any other action relating thereto." (Recommended by the
Budget Committee)
ARTICE 20
"To see if the Town will vote to oppose the burial, storage, transportation
and production of high level radioactive waste in the Town of Dublin and State
of New Hampshire; and to call upon Congress to conduct an independent in-
vestigation with full public participation into the feasibility and prudence
of the U.S. Department of Energy's (DOE's) present plan to dispose of radio-
active waste and into the DOE's competence to carry out such a plan. (By Petition;
ARTICLE 21
"To see if the Town will vote to discontinue that portion of Parker Hill Road
so called from its junction at 101 South to the Old Marlborough Road, in
accordance with RSA 231:43 or take any other action relating thereto."
ARTICLE 22
"To see if the Town will authorize the Tax Collector to accept prepayment of
taxes or take any other action relating thereto."
ARTICLE 23
"To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to administer and dispose of
any Real Estate acquired by Tax Deed, or take any other action relating
thereto."
ARTICLE 24
"To see if the Town will vote to accept Legacies and Gifts to the Town in trust




"To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to apply for, to
accept and expend in behalf of the Town or any Department therof, in accordance
with RSA 31:95b any and all money from the State, Federal or other governmental
unit or any private source which may now or hereafter be forthcoming, over
and above the total appropriation voted by the Town or take any other action
relating thereto."
ARTICLE 26
"To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to borrow money in
anticipation of taxes or take any other action relating thereto."
Given under our hands this 10th, day of February 1986.
Robert W. Krogman, Chairman
Theresa A. Hastings
John J. McKenna
Posted this 11th day of February 1986, at the Dublin Town Hall, Post Office,
Dublin General Store and Carr's Store.

























1 Town Oflicers Salary 24,460.00 23,9?fi.fi7 ?fi,finn.nfi 26, 600 .PC
2 Town OHicers Expenses 21.435.00 19.319.20 iq,?io.on I9,2I0.0C
3 Election and Registration Expenses 784.00 309 .S.^ 1, 450.00 1, 450 .PC
4 Cemeteries 4.995.00 5.025.4fl 5,n?o.on 5, 020. PC
General Government Buildings 6.530.00 6.639.47 7.400.00 7. 400 .or
Reappraisal of Property 1.000.00 2650. QQ 3.000,00 3,000, on
7 Planning and Zoning 3.018.00 2 .1 98.61 4 ,650.00 4,650.0C
8 Legal Expenses 2.000.00 3
.
4R4.flO 3,000.00 3,000.0C
9 Advertising and Regional Association 1,673 .00 .623.00 1,648.00 1,648. PC
10 Contingency Fund JL JL 4,400.00 4,400. 00
1^ Board of Adj ustment. 1.475.00 1,294.36 1,610.00 1,610.00
12 Property Map Rpvisinn 500.00 5 2 5 .2? 550.00 550 . 00
13 Municipal Budget Cnmmittpp 100.00 ft3,0? 50.00 50.00
PUBLIC SAFETY
15 Police Department 60,404.00 60,976.23 6 ,248 . 00 60 , 248 . 00 2,033.00
16 Fire Department 14 ,760.00 13,505.69 15, 915 . 00 15 , 915 . 00
17 Civil Defense 125 .OP -Q- 125.00 125 .
Building Inspection
C.nrp of Trpp<; 1,0P0.00 1,000.00 1,0QP.P0 1 , 000 . 00
HIGHWAYS, STREETS & BRIDGES
Town Maintenance
12 9 , 171 .0 105 , 887 . 99 130 , 642 . 00 130 , 642.00
General Highway Deparlmenl Expenses
5 ,400 . 00 6 , 847 . 54 5,900.00 5,900.00
Street Lighting
9 , 500 . 00 8 , 944.78 9,500.00 9,500.00
3 4 ,100.00Highway S Bridg e Construction 35 , 909.00 35,909.00 34,190.00
SANITATION
32,876.00 32,876.00Solid Waste Disposal 3b, 498. 00 31,048.19
Garbage Removal




Regional Solid Waste Committee 750.00






Animal Control 1,220.00 1,220.00
Vital Statistics 25.00 25.50 25.00 25.00
41 Monadnock Visiting Nurse 2,500.00 320.00 1.000.00 1,000.00
Monadnock Family/Mental Health 973.00 972.75 1.038.00 1,038.00
Landfill Water Test 1,800.00 132.50 1.800.00 1.800.00
WELFARE
44 General Assistance 2.000.00 3.004.32 3.500.00 3.500.00
Old Age Assistance /Nurse Care 2.500.00 1.000.00 1.000.00
Aid to the Disabled






















SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
As of December 31, 1985
DESCRIPTION: VALUE
Highway Dept., Land & Buildings $ 137,600.00
Equipment $ 115,000.00
Materials and Supplies $ 10,000.00
Library Land and Building $ 194,700.00
Furniture and Equipment $ 10,000.00
Police Department Equipment $ 11,000.00
Fire Department Land & Buildings $ 86,100.00
Fire Department Equipment $ 155,000.00
Park, Common, Playgrounds, Misc. $ 21,000.00
Historical Society Buildings & Land $ 23,200.00
ALL LANDS AND BUILDINGS ACQUIRED THROUGH TAX COLLECTOR'S DEEDS
24A Goldmine Road $ 26,950.00
9A Marlboro Road $ 15,650.00
.18A Bonds Corner Road $ 200.00
150A Old Troy Road $ 119,350.00
ALL OTHER PROPERTY AND EQUIPMENT:
17-21 Woman's Club $ 56,000.00
5-56A Flowage Rights $ 1,250.00
5-43 & 49 Conservation $ 41,800.00
-25-
SUMMARY OF VALUATION
Land - Improved and Unimproved $ 19,127,575.00*
Buildings $ 35,197,850.00
Public Utilities $ 584,850.00
Oil Tanks $ 6,400.00
Manufactured Housing $ 93,850.00
TOTAL VALUATIONS BEFORE EXEMPTIONS $ 55,010,525.00





NET VALUATION ON WHICH TAX RATE IS COMPUTED $ 54,832,247.00
TOTAL AMOUNT TO BE RAISED BY TAXES
Total Town Appropriations
Total Revenues and Credits
Net Town Appropriations
Net School Tax Assessment (s)
County Tax Assessment
Total of Town, School and County
DEDUCT Total Business Profits Tax Reimb.
ADD War Service Tax Credits
ADD Overlay
Property Taxes To Be Raised
Property Taxes To Be Raised $ 1,145,994.00
Gross Precinct and or Service Areas Taxes
TOTAL $ 1,145,994.00
Less War Service Tax Credits $ 4,900.00
TOTAL TAX COMMITMENT $ 1,141,094.00
This is to certify that information in the above summary was





We, Selectmen of Dublin, N.H. do solemnly swear that in
making this invoice for the purpose of assessing foregoing taxes,
we had all taxable property appraised at its full and true value
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January 1, 1985 - December 31, 1985













Advance payments on 1986
property taxes
1985 resident taxes





State of New Hampshire
Highway block grant
Road toll refund
State revenue sharing distribution
Refund municipal unemployment fund
United States Treaasury
Rent for Post Office
























Sale of Town Reports, etc. 96.00
Current use fees 42.00
Land use tax change 1,275.00
Income from copy machine 484.95
Licenses 25.00
Rent for Town Hall 1,190.00
Friends of the Town Hall 20.00
Inventory penalty 10.00




Income from reports 190.50
Sale of police cruiser 1 ,525.00
Trustees of Trust Funds
Miscellaneous income
Fees from bad checks 50.00
N. E. Telephone - pay phone 227.10
Reimbursement for Fire Dept. training 28.71
Income from Highway Department 1 ,086.60
Income fron Special Accounts
Federal Revenue Sharing 15,345.33
CD account 200,000.00
First National Bank













Repayment of temporary loans 600,000.00*
Interest on temporary loans 12,783.03 2,201 ,812.63
Balance on hand December 31, 1985
In General Fund NOW account 162,720.13
In mondy market funds 201,835.61 364,555.74
^Includes repayment of $200,000 tax anticipation loan carried
over from 1984.
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REPORT ON STATUS OF REVENUE SHARING FUNDS
Balance 1985 $ 7,949.26
Income in 1985 $ 10,087.00
Interest earned in 1985 $ 700.28
Total Available $ 18,736.54
Appropriation from Payments made
Revenue Sharing from Revenue
Funds Sharing Funds
closing & capping landfill $ 3,190.70 $ 3,190.70
Jaffrey Landfill fee $ 11,500.00 $ 10,650.33
Police cruiser $ 4,695.00 $ 4,695.00
TOTALS $ 19,385.79 $ 18,536.03
Expenditures $ 18,536.03
Balance Due Dec. 31, 1985 $ 200.21
BALANCES IN SPECIAL ACCOUNTS
Timber Tax Security Account $5,926.60
Revenue Sharing Account $200.51














Carri • Plodzik • Sanderson
accountants & auditors
A. Bruce Cam, C.P.A.
Stephen D Plodzik, PA,
Robert E Sanderson, PA
193 North Mam Street
Concord, New Hampshire 03301
Telephone: 603-225-6996
To the Members of
the Board of Selectmen
Town of Dublin
Dublin, New Hampshire
We have examined the combined financial statements and the combining
fund and account group financial statements of the Town of Dublin, New
Hampshire as of and for the year ended December 31, 1985, as listed in the
table of contents. Our examination was made in accordance with generally
accepted auditing standards and, accordingly, included such tests of the
accounting records and such other auditing procedures as we considered
necessary in the circumstances.
As described in Note IB, the combined financial statements referred to above
do not include financial statements of the General Fixed Asset Group of
Accounts which should be included to conform with generally accepted
accounting principles.
In our opinion, except that omission of the General Fixed Asset Group of
Accounts results in an incomplete presentation, as explained in the above
paragraph, the combined financial statements and the combining fund and
account group financial statements referred to above present fairly the
financial position of the Town of Dublin, New Hampshire at December 31, 1985,
and the results of its operations for the year then ended, in conformity with
generally accepted accounting principles applied on a basis consistent with
that of the preceding year.
Our examination was made for the purpose of forming an opinion on the combined
financial statements taken as a whole and on the combining fund and account
group financial statements. The accompanying financial information listed as
supplemental schedules in the table of contents is presented for purposes of
additional analysis and is not a required part of the combined financial
statements of the Town of Dublin, New Hampshire. The information has been
subjected to the auditing procedures applied in the examination of the
combined and combining fund and account group financial statements and, in our
opinion, is fairly stated in all material respects in relation to the combined








Combined Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balances
All Governmental Fund Types
For The Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1985
Totals
(Memorandum Only)Governmental Fund Types
Special December 31, December 31,


























Excess of Revenues and
Other Sources Over (Under)
Expenditures and Other Uses
Fund Balances - January 1





























































$ 168,391 $ 9,204 $ 177,595 $ 146,300
The accompanying notes are
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NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
December 31, 1985
NOTE 1 - SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES
The following is a summary of significant accounting policies
employed in the preparation of these financial statements.
A. Fund Accounting
The accounts of the Town are organized on the basis of funds or
account groups, each of which is considered a separate accounting
entity. The operations of each fund are accounted for with a separate
set of self-balancing accounts that comprise its assets, liabilities,
fund equity, revenues, and expenditures, as appropriate. Government
resources are allocated to and accounted for in individual funds based
upon the purposes for which they are to be spent and the means by
which spending activities are controlled. The various funds are
grouped by type in the financial statements. The following fund types
and account groups are used by the Town.
GOVERNMENTAL FUNDS
General Fund - The General Fund is the general operating fund of the
Town. All general tax revenues and other receipts that are not
allocated by law or contractual agreement to another fund are
accounted for in this fund. From the fund are paid the general
operating expenditures, the fixed charges, and the capital improvement
costs that are not paid through other funds.
Special Revenue Funds - Special Revenue Funds are used to account for
the proceeds of specific revenue sources (other than expendable trust
or major capital projects) requiring separate accounting because of
legal or regulatory provisions or administrative action. Included in
this fund type are Federal Revenue Sharing, Conservation Commission
and Special Police Donations funds.
FIDUCIARY FUNDS
Trust Funds - Trust Funds are used to account for the assets held in
trust by Che Town for others.
B. Account Groups (Fixed Assets and Long-Term Liabilities)
All governmental funds and expendable trust funds are accounted for on
a spending or "financial flow" measurement focus. This means that
only current assets and current liabilities are generally included on
their balance sheets. Their reported fund balance (net current
assets) is considered a measure of "available spendable resources".
Governmental fund operating statements present increases (revenues and
other financing sources) and decreases (expenditures and other uses)
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NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
December 31, 1985
in net current assets. Accordingly, they are said to present a
sununary of sources and uses of available spendable resources during a
period
.
General fixed assets have been acquired for general governmental
purposes and have been recorded as expenditures in the fund making the
expenditure. These expenditures are required to be capitalized at
historical cost in a General Fixed Asset Group of Accounts for
accountability purposes. In accordance with the practices followed by
other municipal entities in the State, the Town does not maintain a
record of its general fixed assets and accordingly, a statement of
general fixed assets, required by generally accepted accounting
principles, is not included in this financial report.
Long-term liabilities expected to be financed from governmental funds
are accounted for in the General Long-Term Debt Account Group. This
account group is not a fund. It is concerned only with the
measurement of financial position and not results of operations.
Since they do not affect net current assets, such long-term
liabilities are not recognized as governmental fund type liabilities.
They are instead reported as liabilities in the General Long-Term Debt
Account Group.
C. Basis of Accounting
The accounts of the General, Special Revenue, and Expendable Trust
Funds are maintained and reported on the modified accrual basis of
accounting. Under the modified accrual basis of accounting, sources
of financial resources and assets are recognized when measurable and
available to finance operations during the year. Uses of financial
resources and liabilities are recognized when obligations are incurred
from receipt of goods and services, when assessments are made by the
State or in the case of judgments and claims against the Town, when
there is a probability that such judgments and claims will result in
liabilities, the amounts of which can be reasonably estimated.
Exceptions to this general rule include: 1) accumulated unpaid
vacation and sick pay, and 2) principal and interest on general
long-term debt which is recognized when due. All Nonexpendable Trust
Funds are accounted for using the accrual basis of accounting.
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D. Budgetary Accounting
General governmental revenues and expenditures accounted for in
budgetary funds are controlled by a formal integrated budgetary
accounting system in accordance with various legal requirements which
govern the Town's operations. However, contrary to generally accepted
accounting principles, it has not been the practice of the Town to
adopt an annual budget for all Special Revenue funds. The Town budget
represents departmental appropriations as authorized by annual or
special town meetings. The Selectmen may transfer funds between
operating categories as they deem necessary. State Statutes require
balanced budgets but provide for the use of beginning fund balance to
achieve that end. In 1985, the beginning fund balance was applied as
follows:
Unreserved Fund Balance To Reduce Tax Rate $40,000
Beginning Fund Balance Reserved For Encumbrances 29,513
Total Use of Beginning Fund Balance $69,513
E. Encumbrances
Encumbrance accounting, under which purchase orders, contracts, and
continuing appropriations (certain projects and specific items not
fully expended at year-end) are recognized, is employed in the
governmental funds. Encumbrances are not the equivalent of
expenditures; and are therefore reported as part of the fund balance
at December 31 and are carried forward to supplement appropriations of
the subsequent year. The reserve for encumbrances at December 31
consists of the following:
General Fund
Cemetery Enlargement $ 4,200
Computer - Library 171
Library Entrance 5,000
Fire Truck Repairs 954
New Fire Station Addition 55,352
Total $65,677
F. Investments
Investments in all instances are stated at cost, or in the case of




NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
December 31, 1985
G. Inventories
Inventory in the General and Special Revenue Funds consists of
expendable supplies held for consumption. The cost thereof has been
recorded as an expenditure at the time individual inventory items were
purchased.
H. Accumulated Unpaid Vacation and Sick Pay
Accumulated unpaid vacation and sick pay is not accrued in the
governmental funds using the modified accrual basis of accounting.
Employees may accumulate ninety days sick leave at a rate of 1-1/^
days per month.
Vacation is granted in varying amounts based on length of service.
Vacation pay accumulation does not exceed a normal year's
allowance
.
I. Taxes Collected For Others
The property taxes collected by the Town include taxes levied for the
Contoocook Valley School District and Cheshire County which are
remitted to these governmental units as required by law. The ultimate
responsibility for the collection of taxes rests with the Town. The
payments are recorded in the general fund as intergovernmental
transfers
J. Property Taxes
The National Council on Governmental Accounting, Interpretation 3,
referring to property tax revenue recognition, requires disclosure if
property taxes receivable, which are to be collected beyond a period
of 60 days subsequent to December 31, 1985, are recognized on the
balance sheet and not reserved. In accordance with the practice
followed by other municipal entities in the State of New Hampshire,
the Town of Dublin annually recognizes, without reserve, all tax
receivables at the end of the fiscal year. The Town feels this
practice of accrual is justified, as it more appropriately matches the
liability to the school district entity at December 31, with
collections which are intended to finance these payments through June
30 of the ensuing year.
Annually, the Town establishes and raises through taxation an amount
for abatements and refunds of property and resident taxes, known as
overlay. All abatements and refunds are charged to this account. The
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As prescribed by law, the Tax Collector sells at tax sale all
uncollected property taxes in the following year after taxes are due.
The purchaser at tax sale has a priority, tax lien on these properties
and accrues interest at 18% per annum. Delinquent taxpayers must
redeem property from tax sale purchasers.
Property is sold to the party who will accept a lien for the least
undivided interest in the property for payment of taxes and related
costs due. If property is not redeemed within the two year redemption
period, the property is tax-deeded to the lien holder.
K. Interfund Transactions
During the course of normal operations, the Town has numerous
transactions between funds, including expenditures and transfers of
resources to provide services and fund capital outlay. The
accompanying governmental and fiduciary fund financial statements
reflect such transactions as transfers.
L. Interfund Receivable and Payable Balances
Individual fund interfund receivable and payable balances at December
31, 1985, were as follows:
Interfund Interfund
Fund Receivables Payables
General Fund $14,694 $ 1,300
Special Revenue Fund
Revenue Sharing Fund 3,191
Fiduciary Fund
Trust Funds 1,300 11,503
Totals $15,994 $15,994
M. Intergovernmental Receivables
The intergovermental receivables at December 31, 1985 consist of
the following:
Special Revenue Fund
Federal Revenue Sharing $2,933
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A WORD FROM THE SELECTMEN
Aside from the usual hum-drum of official duties of signing
checks, forms, and permits, it was a notable year as these few
masterpieces fall behind us.
With thanks to Jim Sovik and Ned Whitney, the alterations
to the landfill and the "Lake to Town Sidewalk" were quietly
and very nicely completed.
The Highway Department completed over 800 feet of the
Charcoal Road which hopefully begins a long line of much needed
renovations to Dublin's road system.
And we, at the Town Hall sported new signs, new pictures,
new curtains, as well as a new roof.
As most of you know, a new Post Office location is proposed
by our Post Office Committee. The new plan will hereafter allow
us to enter the Women's Club Building by the back door instead
of the front door for a small cost of ninety-five thousand
dol lars.
And for those of you who take an interest in Dublin's
growth, we signed more than fifty building permits since last
Town Meeting which substantiates that the Planning Board's
efforts for an updated Master Plan will not come any too soon.
The Society for the Protection of New Hampshire Forests took
a special interest in Dublin this year as we became the first
town in New Hampshire to boast a Conservation Easement problem.
And our old standby, the 101 Bypass continued to plague us with
several more hearings, some to the dismay of many as we keep
drawing closer to good ole "pick and shovel day".
Property re-appraisals caused some hectic moments as usual
and the new Beech Hill Hospital addition took it's toll on our
nerves, along with the proposed tax sale property on Gold Mine
Road.
At this time the Selectmen would also like to express their
sincere appreciation to those Dublin citizens who have served so






REPORT OF THE BUDGET COffllTTEE
Dublin taxpayers were dismayed and bewildered by the sharp
(28%) increase in the 1985 tax rate. The Budget Committee and
the Selectmen want them to have an explanation and are using this
opportunity to provide it.
An important reason for the extraordinary increase is that
we paid too little in 1984. This was because the tax rate and
tax bills were computed on the basis that the total value of
taxable properties in Dublin was $57,000,000. This figure was
provided by the State appraisers and was $3,000,000, too high
because it included several large tax exempt properties which
the appraisers assumed were taxable. The Town mailed the second
bills for 1984 unaware of the mistake. (It should be remembered
that the Town was in a hurry to mail the bills. Normally the
second bills are mailed in October and payable December 15th.
By January 1985, these bills were very late). The important
point, however, is that if the computations had been done using
$54,000,000, the correct value of taxable properties, instead
of $57,000,000, individual bills for 1984 would have been
considerably higher and the step-up increase in 1985 that much
less.
Other reasons for the 1985 increase are:
1. School and County taxes went up.
2. A number of taxpayers went to the appraisers to
protest values placed on their property in the
reappraisal and won abatements.
3. Eighteen taxpayers put property in a current use
category after the reappraisal.
The Budget Committee began its work on the 1986 Budget last
October and had met with all Department Heads by early December.
It will meet several times in January to finalize the budget
before presenting it to the Town at the Public Hearing that must
be held before Town Meeting.
The Committee welcomes this opportunity to thank Terry
Hastings, Selectmen's representative to the Committee, for her
time and support and to thank the Deparment Heads and the










REPORT OF THE BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
According to State Law, the Board of Adjustment "may in
appropriate cases and subject to appropriate conditions and safe-
guards, make special exceptions to the terms of the ordinance
with general or specific rules therein contained. " (RSA 31:66)
"Ordinance" in preceding sentence refers to the Zoning Ordinance
adopted by the Town.
In 1985, the Board of Adjustment acted on the following:
Approved a petition for Robert Begley for a special
exception for enlargement, extension or alteration of a non-
conforming use for an electrical contractor subject to the
positive recommendation of the Dublin Planning Board.
Approved a petition for Kenneth A. Delnero for a variance
allowing for a frontage of 253 feet for the construction of a
two car garage for automotive maintenance and a special exception
for this operation subject to the positive recommendation of the
Dublin Planning Board and the positive recommendation of the
Dublin Conservation Commission.
Approved a petition for the Dublin Fire Company for a
variance to expand the existing fire station to up to 12 feet
on the East boundary and 16 feet on the North boundary.
Approved a petition for Albert and Aline Coutu, operating
Honey Lane Farm for a special exception to expand the use
previously granted to build a replacement dormitory 40 feet by
60 feet per plan subject to the restrictions in special
exceptions granted January 1984 and subject to approval of the
Planning Board.
Denied a petition for Robert and Eve Sharkey on behalf of
Daniel Thibeault for variance from the setback requirements of
150 feet from the center line of the State Road, and a special
exception for a restaurant in the existing building.
Approved a petition for Springwell Enterprises on behalf of
John E. Neidozetko, Abiga?l Waldron, and J. Andras Lazar for a
special exception for a timber framing shop and a single apart-
ment.
Denied a petition for Allan E. Van Hoogen for a special
exception to establish a retail aluminum and glass repair and
fabrication shop on his property on 101. Shop to be an
accessory building to the existing residence.
Approved a petition for Beech Hill Hospital, Inc. for a
special exception to build a new hospital building in the rural
district - granted with stipulations of remedying water and
pollution problems subject to approval of site plan review and
to be constructed one story with expansion otherwise only granted
in a new hearing.
Approved a petition for John R. Niemela for a special
exception for the removal of gravel for sale on his property
located on Kcrpi Road subject to prevention of erosion and
protection of silting of the brook.
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Denied a petition for Springwell Enterprises on behalf of -
John Neidozetko, Abigail Waldron, and Andras Lazar for a
variance to construct a timber framing business.
A petition submitted by Attorney Perkins Bass for the Hiers
of Lauri Rajaniemi on behalf of Franz P. Haase, President of
Sprink-Fab, Inc. to relocate his business currently located in
Peterborough for a pipe cutting and threading operation to
property located on Route 137 was withdrawn by Mr. Haase for a
special exception.
Approved a petition for Clarence and Doris Babneau on be-
half of Ralph and Doris Bunk for a special exception to allow
for a home occupation to operate a bake shop in their home on
Bonds Corner Road subject to current requirements.
Denied a petition for Eugenia K. Latchis, Eugenie Latchis
Silverthorne, and Joan Latchis Amory for a variance from
frontage and depth requirements so as to divide Lot 7-A, Tax
Map 14, (which is 132 feet along the road, Route 101) into two
lots-one 50 feet and one 82 feet along the road (Route 101).
Approved a petition for Mary Loftis on behalf of Paul E.
fuller for a special exception to conduct a woodworking business
in the barn located on their property on Pierce Road.
Approved a petition for Dexter M. and Louisa J. Bullard on
behalf of Mr. and Mrs. James Patrick Egan thru their Attorney,
John P. Arnold for a special exception to operate a bed and
breakfast with four (4) guest rooms for rent. The water supply
and septic system must be improved or replaced as required by
Town and State regulations. Recommend that adequate parking be
provided in the rear of building with appropriate visual
screening on the East side.
Respectfully submitted,
Thomas P. Wright, Chairman
Members of the Board
Elsie N. Belloli, Secretary







PLANNING BOARD 1985 ANNUAL REPORT
1985 has been an unusually busy year for the Dublin Planning
Board. In addition to handling a large number of request for sub-
division and several boundary adjustments, this year marked the
first occasion to implement the newly approved site-plan review
regulations for non-residential uses.
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The Beech Hill expansion prompted court action initiated
by neighboring property owners and several town officials were
sub-poenned to testify. The Post Office matter attracted a
lot of attention and a special informational meeting was held
October 27 attended by about 80 townspeople.
Early in the year the Planning Board held public hearings
for ammendments of the zoning ordinance of the Town. These
were voted on and passed at the annual meeting.
The 101 Bypass issue was a continuing matter for consider-
ation. The Board went on record as prefering the B 3 corridor
with the Town Line Routes as the second choice.
A subcommittee of the Planning Board, headed by Daniel J.
Walsh, is working to update the Master Plan. This is necessary
according to State regulations and also to address future needs
of Dublin in an orderly fashion.
The Board held informal discussions with a number of towns-
people regarding tentative propositions they brought that have
not become a formal part of the Planning Board agenda as yet.
Also the Board was asked on several occasions to make reccomen-
dations to the Board of Adjustment regarding request for
variances and special exceptions. Members of the Planning Board
attended several of the Board of Adjustment meetings. There has
been discussion about the sequence to be followed in response to
applications for building permits that require a variance or
special exception and site plan review. It is generally under-
stood that where necessary a variance or special exception must
first be obtained before site-plan review is initiated and that
the Planning Board should provide a reccomendation to the Board
of Adjustment.
We thank the people of Dublin for their cooperation and
suggest that everyone contemplating a subdivision, or other
development familiarize themselves with the contents of the














REPORT OF THE SIDEWALK COMMITTEE
In July of 1984 the section of the village-to-beach bicycle
path from the intersection of Snow Hill Road and Route 101 to
the Dublin Community Club Beach, was completed by Norman Davis.
After considering what could be done in the next section,
from Upper Jaffrey Road to Snow Hill Road, it was decided that
because of the high ground on the south side of the road at this
point, the only practical plan would be to hard-surface the 5
foot wide dirt area outside the State's existing Route 101 paved
shoulder. This hard surface would have to be at the same level
as Route 101 to allow for water run-off and snow plowing. The
State had previously installed a gravel base in that area working
on the narrow po:"tion of the road at the former McLellan house.
By the time this decision was made, it was to late to get
the job done before cold weather in 1984. Accordingly, in June
1985, after soliciting bids from three contractors, a purchase
order was placed with Sullivan Bros. Paving of Greenfield, N.H.
for a 650 ft. long, 5 ft. wide asphalt pathway with 3/8" rolled-
in stone surface, at a total cost of $4,180.00. The job was
completed in July.
Two standard N.H. State "Bicycle Route" green reflective
signs have been obtained recently, and they will be placed at
either end of the Lake Rd. to Women's Club Beach section next
spring.
As the situation stands now nothing further will be done on
this project. The remaining section, from the end of the present
sidewalk just west of the Library to Upper Jaffrey Road, is so
narrow that there is no room to construct a bicycle path or side-
walk without intruding on the property of the abutters.
Now it is essential, for the safety of all concerned, that
the bicycle path which has been provided, though not perfect, be
used.
Respectfully submitted,







In 1985 the Solid Waste Committee completed its successful
closure and capping of the landfill and disbanded. Our activities
during the year included:
Overseeing the completion of the grading and contouring
of the impermeable landfill cap.
Removal of litter from the periphery of the old landfill.
Contracting (A.J. Cameron Co.) for and overseeing the
fertilization and hydroseeding of the cap and surrounding
areas to establish a vegetative growth to control erosion.
Contracting (Cushing & Sons) for and overseeing the
drilling of a 60' upgradient monitoring wel 1/peziometer
as required by the State.
Contracting (Roy R. Weston Co.) for engineering support
services and an evaluation report related to the up-
gradient monitoring well noted above.
Installing necessary access and control signs around the
old landfill, as well as the transfer station compactor.
Issuing a final post closure report to the State.
Coordinating the removal of approximately 1500 tires
from the old landfill site which represented an
accumulation of several years.
As noted in previous reports, the cap installed over the old
landfill site is essentially impermeable and will, if properly
maintained by the Town (erosion control, maintenance of contours,
and mowing), prevent water infiltration through the covered solid
waste material located there. The monitoring well installed in
1985 revealed that the subsurface upgradient deposits are also
essentially impermeable and should provide negligible ground water
flowage through the solid waste buried there. A detailed
technical report outlining the favorable soil conditions was pre-
pared by our engineering consultants and forwarded to the State.
Periodic water quality monitoring by the Health Officer will
be required over several years, and pre-capping test results have
revealed anticipated trace amounts of toxic chemicals adjacent to
and downgradient from, the covered site which are present in most,
if not all, landfills. Our expectations are that these trace
levels will diminish until their elimination over time as the
impermeable cap performs its function of preventing water in-
filtration through the solid waste mass.
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Responsibilities for on going maintenance of the area have
been assigned to the Town Road Agent, and it is essential that
these new functions be performed in a timely and proper manner
so that the integrity of the cap and its performance not be
compromised.
In as much the Committee's objectives were met, including
establishment of an interim solid waste solution (use of Jaffrey
landfill) until a long range regional facility is in place, the








53B EVALUATING COMMITTEE REPORT
RSA 149M requires every New Hampshire city and town to be-
come affiliated with a region to plan for future solid waste
disposal. Three years in the planning stage for a Southwest
Region Solid Waste Management District culminated in February
1985 in the formation of an RSA 53B Solid Waste Disposal District,
adopted by the City of Keene, and by referendum at the 1985 Town
Meetings of nine of the Southwest Region's 23 municipalities,
namely Chesterfield, Harrisville, Marlborough, Nelson, Roxbury,
Surry, Swanzey, Troy and Westmoreland. These communities re-
present 60% of the region's population.
The remaining towns in the region -- Alstead, Dublin,
Fitzwilliam, Gilsum, Hinsdale, Jaffrey, Marlow, New Ipswich,
Richm.ond, Stoddard, Sullivan, Walpole and Winchester chose to
postpone joining the newly formed District for a year, and
appointed 53B three-member evaluating committees for further
study and clarification of the commitments and responsibilities
involved, ultimately to recommend action at their 1986 Town
meetings.
During the past year, Dublin's Evaluating committee has
attended monthly meetings of the District and has met twice with
Jaffrey 's Selectmen and Evaluating committee members. We now
strongly recommend that Dublin join the 53B District for the
following reasons:
1) A regional solution to solid waste disposal is in-
evitable, as mandated Statewide.
2) The progress towards a Southwest Region solid waste
disposal center has reached the point where it is
in the best interest of all towns to become affiliated.
3) Dublin's landfill has been closed down. Presently our
solid waste is being accepted, under contract, by the
Jaffrey landfill. But Jaffrey is recommending that
their town join the 53B District this year, so the
future availability of its landfill is limited.
The 53B District is like an independent corporation, and
among its powers are the authority to contract for construction
of a regional refuse disposal facility and to assess member
municipalities for any District expenses. When a disposal
facility is constructed and in operation, the 53B District's
governing body, made up of representatives from each member
municipality, will serve, in a sense, as a "watchdog", to
ensure equitable and efficient management and operation.
The 53B District Articles of Agreement have been closely
scrutinized by Town counsel who has advised the Dublin selectmen
that "they are well drafted and provide a sound basis for the
information of a solid waste disposal district."
Kimball Chase, a civil engineering firm of Portsmouth, N.H.
has been hired by the District to advise on solid waste manage-
ment planning and implementation. A 10 member technical
committee has been appointed by the District to work with Kimball
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Chase, and includes James Sovik of Dublin and Robert Brandin
of Jaff rey. Kimball Chase anticipates the phase of technical
planning will be complete by August 1985, at which time the
53B District will be prepared to request a proposal for
construction of a waste facility on a site to be determined






REPORT OF THE DUBLIN ROUTE 101 BYPASS SUBCOMMITTEE
1985
1984 ended with the resignation of John Clements,
Commissioner of the N.H. Department of Public Works and Highways.
Since the Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement had not
been completed, and since an agreement had been reached with the
Federal Advisory Council on Historic Preservation in Washington
that a joint Corridor Hearing with the Department would be held
before the Department made a decision on a bypass corridor.
Commissioner Clements stated that he was unable to advance the
decision process. He therefore declined to select a bypass route
prior to his leaving the Department on December 31, 1984.
In a letter to the Selectmen of both Dublin and Harrisville,
dated November 30, he had affirmed that the Town Line Route was
still the Department's "Preferred Alternative", but that if it
did not receive support at the Corridor Hearing to be held in the
Spring of 1985, the Department would select a route from one of
the five other alternatives still under consideration -"No Build",
G Modified, F-IN, B-3 or Modified Reconstruction.
On February 7, 1985 Governor Sununu announced the nomination
of John P. Chandler, an engineer with thiry years experience in
the U.S. Corps of Engineers, as the new Commissioner of the
Department of Public Works and Highways. A resident of Hill,
N.H., Mr. Chandler was a Plymouth State College faculty member
an advocate of planning and a strong supporter of the work of
Regional Planning Associations. His nomination was accepted, and
he promised, among other things, to move the Dublin bypass
selection process to a conclusion before the end of the year.
By the end of February 1985 it was becoming increasingly
obvious that the decision on a corridor was no longer a matter in
which Dublin's or Harrisvil le' s wishes would have the major role.
Many agencies were deeply involved, from the Keene Chamber of
Commerce which wanted an improved Route 101 without specific
reference to where the bypass went, to State and Federal agencies
such as Federal Highway, Fish and Wild Life, Environmental
Protection, N.H. State Historic Preservation Office, and the
Federal Advisory Council on Historic Preservation. All of these
had definite areas of interest and input in the decision process.
Of them all, the historic preservation agencies appeared to
have the most impact, by their stand against the B-3 Corridor
because of its intrusion in the so-called Harrisville Rural
Historic District. It was becoming apparent that while Dublin's
Subcommittee had urged selection of Corridor B-3 because of its
feeling that "it does the least harm to the fewest people", the
opposition to that route had achieved strong support from historic
preservation groups, particularly the N.H. State Historic Pres-
ervation Office.
In additon, the bypass controversy had become even more
complicated by the opposition's attempt to tie in the Dublin by-
pass with stoppage of the sewer and street widening project
underway in Marlborough and design of a bypass of that town.
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The claim was that the two bypasses could be built for the cost
of Dublin's alone if the so-called "shortway" route in Dublin
was selected. In an attempt to stop the Marlborough project, the
No East West Highway Committee had taken the Highway Department
to Court. Commissioner Chandler in the meantime, had toured the
area by car, and by helicopter with some of those opposed to the
B-3 Corridor. Though a strong supporter of the role of Regional
Planning Commissions, he urged the Southwest Regional Planning
Commission not to get involved since he felt that the Marlborough
project was long past the planning stage, and the Dublin bypass
selection was preceding as required by law under the Environmental
Impact process. In the Court case, the judge ruled for the
Highway Department, and a later appeal was denied.
In May, Commissioner Chandler promised that the Public
Hearing on the Supplemental Impact Statement would be held in
late June or early July, followed by a thirty day comment period,
and that a corridor selection would be made forty-five days after
that. To implement this timetable, Mr. Chandler began to
allocate a lot of his time to the Dublin bypass problem, speaking
at the Keene- Chamber of Commerce transportation luncheon on May
22, with Harrisville officials that afternoon, and in Dublin at
an open meeting on June 12. At the same time he was deeply in-
volved in the series of meetings held around the State by the
Governor's Advisory Commission on Highways, whose charge was to
determine, and prioritize, the State's highway needs for the next
ten years. At these meetings, the Dublin bypass was a subject of
discussion.
On June 21, 1985 the long-awaited Draft Supplemental
Environmental Impact Statement was released and the Highway
Department announced that its joint Corridor Hearing with the
Advisory Council on Historic Preservation would be held in the
Peterborough Armory at a two-day meeting on July 31 and August
1. A time period for receipt of comments on the Statement was
designed to deal with new information, and new routes considered
since the 1982 Corridor Hearing. The new routes were the
Modified Reconstruction of the main street, the three schemes
A, B, and C in the F-IN Corridor, and Town Line North and South.
The Statement made it quite clear that there was a major
disagreement between the conclusions of the Highway Department
together with the Federal Highway Administration on the one hand,
and the N.H. State Historic Preservation Officer on the other.
With respect ot the F-IN routes and Modified Reconstruction, the
NH-SHPO felt that none of these routes would have an adverse
effect on the Dublin Historic Village District or the Lake
District. The Department and FHWA strongly disagreed. Conversely,
with respect to the Town Line routes the Department/FHWA
conclusion was that these routes would not have an adverse effect
which could not be mitigated. The NH-SHPO felt that they would
have adverse effects on the Harrisville Rural Historic District
and severe adverse effects on the Harrisville National Landmark
District, for which no satisfactory mitigating measures could be
taken. The fundamental disagreement persisted throughout the
Corridor Hearing period.
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Because of the NH-SHPO's strong stand in favor of the F-IN
alternatives, the Subcommittee sent out a flyer in early July,
urging all Dublin residents to attend the Corridor Hearing.
Comparing the advantages and disadvantages of the four remaining
alternatives - Modified Reconstruction, , F-IN, Town Line, and B-3
the Subcommittee again supported B-3, but added that it was
willing to compromise on a route combining B-3 with the Town Line
North plan. It strongly objected to Reconstruction or any version
of the F corridors, any one of which it felt would be ruinous to
Dublin village and lake.
By this time there was a general feeling among those in
agreement with the Subcommittee's preference for Corridor B-3 that
their position should be represented by legal counsel at the
coming Corridor Hearing, to be sure that the case for B-3 would
be properly presented to the' many agencies involved. Accordingly,
private funds were raised, and in the third week of July a Concord
law firm with extensive experience in environmental and road
construction matters was engaged.
Commissioner Chandler held meetings in Harrisville and Dublin
on July 24 and 25 to answer questions on the Impact Statement. In
his comments, he ruled out "No Build" as not answering the traffic
problem, and stated that nothing he had heard to date had in-
dicated that one of the Town Line routes could not serve its
intended purpose as a compromise The Concord law firm, also,
advised the Dublin group at this point that its investigations
had convinced it that the controversy regarding Corridor B-3 had
reached such an impasse between the Highway Department and the
N.H. State Historic Preservation Officer, that Dublin while
still supporting B-3 should clearly state that it would be willing
to accept and support Town Line North as a compromise solution.
It felt that unbending support for B-3 might result in a much
worse decision for Dublin. It was decided to follow this advise.
Accordingly, at the two day Corridor Hearing of July 31 and
August 1, of the many Dublin residents who testified, almost all
supported B-3 as their first choice for a variety of reasons, but
stated that they could accept the Town Line North corridor. Dublin
was reported in the Press as "Willing to Compromise". However,
Harrisville residents did not change their opposition to any
corridor which touched Harrisville property, and did not consider
Town Line North in any way an acceptable compromise. Nearly 150
people spoke during the two-day meeting, and numerous written
statements and letters were handed in to be placed on the record,
which was held open for thirty days. On August 30 the Sub-
committee submitted a detailed statement, examining each
alternative in turn, comparing the pluses and minuses of each
corridor. Its conclusion was that "After considering all of the
options, our Subcommittee returns to our original aim - to select
a corridor which, balancing every aspect from traffic to wildlife,
from visual to historic damage, does the least harm to the fewest
people. There is no doubt in our minds that that corridor is
Corridor B-3".
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Commissioner Chandler had stated that a decision would be
made by November 30. Because of the great importance given to
the N.H. State Historic Preservation Officer's testimony the
Dublin citizens group engaged the services of Ms. P.L. Weslowski,
Preservation Consultant, former Historic Preservation Officer for
the State of Massachusetts, Michael Roberts an archaeologist and
environmental consultant, as well as a firm of traffic con-
sultants. Experts in their respective fields, these consultants
submitted analyses of the various alternatives which reinforced
the Subcommittee's contention that the F-IN Corridors would
have serious adverse effects on the Dublin Village and Lake
Historic Districts, and they suggested mitigating measures
which could be taken to reduce any adverse effects in the B-3
Corridor.
In September, Commissioner Chandler had agreed to talk with
members of th^ Beech Hill Summer Home Historic District, and had
walked the TQwn Line Route with representatives of the Dublin
School, concerned with the effect of the Town Line route on their
various properties, the School's ski tow, woodlot, and ecology
resource teaching area. In October he agreed to take part in a
similar walk of the Dublin Historic Village and Lake Districts
with the Dublin Conservation Commission, in order to see at first
hand the effects of the F-IN routes. Members of the Commission
stressed the traffic movement problems from the village to the
west in all the F-IN schemes, and pointed out that Dublin lake,
spring-fed, was uniquely vulnerable to pollution, compared to
other lakes in the region.
On November 26, 1985, at a press conference in Concord,
Commissioner Chandler announced his decision for the Dublin by-
pass, selecting Town Line North. He said "After careful analysis
and comparison I have concluded that the Town Line North Corridor
would result in the least total harm, and further that that harm
in all probability can be mitigated." In a question period after
the announcement, he said that Corridor B-3 was attractive be-
cause of its minimum impact on people living in their homes, but
that the strong opposition by the N.H. State Historic
Preservation Office, and Fish and Wildlife, made the possible
selection of B-3 too questionable a choice.
A week after announcing his decision, Mr. Chandler resigned
from the Department blaming opposition from the state's
construction industry to his possible appointment to allow the
new position of Director of Transportation. He was replaced by
Mr. Wallace E. Stickney, environmental aide to Governor Sununu.
Mr. Stickney warned that the by pass decision, which he
fully supports, is the "end of the beginning, rather than the
beginning of the end", and that there is much left to be done
before construction starts. We are told that, first, the State
must prepare a Final Environmental Impact Statment. This should
take about four to six months. This Statement will go to
Washington for review and comment by various official agencies;
then the Federal Highway Administration will make a final
recommendation for the bypass corridor. This part of the process
should take about a year. A Memorandum of Agreement must Be
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developed with the historic preservation agencies, and this will
further extend the time for completion of the process, resulting
in a total period of time from December 1985 of perhaps three
years, provided lawsuits do not delay it further.
The State will start now on the final design and road lay-
out, and about a year after the Final Environmental Impact
Statement has been approved the design phase should be about
50% complete. At that time, hearings will be arranged by the
Governor's Council, which has the authority to approve, or
disapprove, the project as a whole, or to send it back to the
Department for more work. The State's portion of the funds
allocated to the bypass project must be voted by the Legislature
before work can begin.
Before he resigned, Mr. Chandler estimated that actual work
on a bypass could begin as early as 1991, with completion by
1994. Whether this is an optimistic view remains to be seen.
Already spokesmen for the Harrisville Bypass Committee have been
quoted in the Press as saying that they will fight the decision
with every legal means. Also, residents of the Beech Hill
Summer Historic District have started to organize a committee,
with legal representation by a Boston law firm, to try to over-
turn the Town Line North selection.
So, 1985 saw completion of the first official step in the
Dublin bypass corridor selection, but it appears that we still
have a long way to go before the bypass controversy will be
settled, once and for all.
Respectfully submitted,





CONSERVATION COMMISSION ANNUAL REPORT - 1985
1985 was a year in which the entire Monadnock region felt
increasing pressure of population growth and land development.
The Conservation Commission has, as a result, felt an increased
responsibility to the Town of Dublin. The Commission was
established for "the proper utilization and protection of the
natural resources and for the protection of watershed resources"
of Dublin. We are charged with identifying open space, and
bringing these resources to the attention of the town "for the
protection, development or better utilization of all such areas".
With these duties in mind, the Commission in 1985 prepared
a map from the composite tax maps of the town on which we out-
lined areas already developed, planned developments, and protected
areas. We are working from this map to identify those areas in
the greatest need of protection. In August, the Commission
sponsored an Open Meeting for Land Use Planning which was
attended by about 80 landowners. The map was used to show de-
velopment trends, and Catherine Hahn of the Monadnock Land
Stewardship program spoke on the various means of protection
available to landowners. A questionnaire sent out in conjunction
with this meeting produced 103 responses which were analysed and
reported in a second newsletter sent out in November.
Following the August meeting, members of the Commission were
asked to speak at two "block parties", meetings set up by land-
owners to discuss problems in specific areas of the town.
In April, the Commission sponsored a bus tour of the town,
especially for elected and appointed town officials. The bus
was provided and driven by Joe Wakeman, and Mike Walker described
areas about which we are particularly concerned. The Commission
hopes to repeat this tour in the future.
The annual Clean-Up Day in May was, as usual, a great
success. Posters made by students at the Dublin Elementary School
were judged, and prizes were awarded. Many volunteers donated
their time and their vehicles; countless bags of roadside trash
were collected and disposed of; countless hotdogs were also dis-
posed of by hungry workers; and the roads of Dublin looked much
neater.
In June, the Commission sponsored a Dublin student, Brian
Murray, at the Forest Society's Youth Conservation Camp. We
hope to continue this educational program for one or two students
each year, and welcome applications.
During 1985, the Commission also:
-reviewed all building permits, conducting site in-
spections in conjunction with Planning Board and the
Board of Adjustment where necessary, giving our
special attention to wetlands and steep slopes.
-reviewed all fill and dredge permits
-monitored water quality in Dublin Lake, Mud Pond, and
Stone Pond, working with the Dublin Garden Club and
the N.H. Water Supply and Pollution Control Commission;
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-enforced the clean-up of two illegal private dumps;
-monitored conservation easements donated to the town;
-inspected an area at the Town Barn where vandals had
pumped 500 gallons of diesel fuel onto the ground,
called the N.H. Water Supply and Pollution Control
Comm. and met with them to plan clean-up;
-submitted three letters to State officials outlining
our reasons for opposing any corridor for the new
Route 101 which would run within the Dublin Lake
watershed, and conducted a meeting with Commissioner
Chandler to walk over the endangered area;
-attended many meetings at the local, county and state
level on conservation issues;
Several members of the Commission are currently active on
subcommittees of the Master Plan Review Committee.
In 1985 four members left the Commission: Bill Boozer,
Marnie Bean, Mary Clark, and Julie Kisluk. It has been a
pleasure to work with them, and the town owes them a great debt
of gratitude for their years of service.
The meetings of the Commission, on the 2nd and 4th Tuesdays
of the month, are open and all Dubliners are welcome to attend











The American Library Association has stated "that people in
a learning society need libraries throughout their lives and that
public support of libraries is an investment in people and com-
munities". Our small community does support its library.
We purchased 291 new books; 92 fiction, 122 non fiction, 77
juvenile books. We subscribed to 33 periodicals. Generous
patrons gave us paperbacks and hardcover titles.
We bought a two drawer filing cabinet with lock and key for
our expanding local history and picture collection, a good used
five drawer map file. We had a desk built for the computer and
new printer. A significent addition is the new display periodical
shelving with ample room for storage.
The Gowing room was painted. An architect has been consulted
about the lower level door.
The copier was used extensively for the summer reading pro-
gram, making copies of materials for all the children using the
Reading Rainbow program. We thanK Oee Fontaine, a director of
Playground and her staff, and Pat McKenna for serving as our
photographer. Movies and the library party rounded out the pro-
gram.
Our circulation for the year; 2188 fiction, 196 paperbacks,
2321 non fiction, 1996 juvenile, a total of 6701 books. Non
fiction is up! The use by patrons within the library is growing.
Reference work, magazine browsing, local history, the use of pop-
ular copier.
The trustees have made application to become a part of the
STATEWIDE LIBRARY DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM stating our library's intent-
tion of meeting associate level standards. The benefits are
numerous: Library Service and Construction grants, consultant,
van delivery, film and catalog services. One requirement we must
meet by 1988, five more hours open to the public weekly, based on
our population.
The trustees have voted to hold trustees meetings on the
second Tuesday of every other month at 7 o'clock in the evening
in the Gowing room. Dates for 1986: February 11, April 8, June
10, August 12, October 17, and December 9. The public is invited
to attend.
We thank the following people for their gifts: Hildreth
Allison, William Bauhan, Mrs. James Bensinger, Mrs. Henry Campbell,
Cheshire County and Dublin Extension Services, Mrs. Kenneth Clukay,
Andrew Elder, Mrs. David Elder, Mrs. John Elder, Mr. and Mrs.
Allan Edelkind, Mrs. Mabel Else, Mrs. Ruth French, Mrs. Forstein
and her 3rd and 4th grades, Mrs. Richard Hammond, Mrs. Dorothy
Currier, Douglas Harris, Mrs. Jane Hawkins, Mrs. Peter Hewitt, Mrs.
Richard Heckman, Mrs. Gerald uawler, Mrs. Camille Marvin, Milton
Mclntyre, Mr. and Mrs. Julien McKee, Ms. Jane Proulx, Mrs. Mark
Peterson, Albert Rajaniemi, Mrs. Douglas Shattuck, Mrs. Clarissa
Silitch, Mrs. Robert Steinert, Mr» and Mrs. Boyd Britton, Mr.
and Mrs. James Sovik, Mr. and Mrs. Rob Trowbridge, Mr. and Mrs.
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Frederick von Stade, Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Walsh, Albert Wolfe,
Michael Worcester, YANKEE INC. AND MOUNTAIN MESSENGER.
Is the heating system efficient? It heats well but is using
more oil each year. We need parking space. There is a need for
an addition to the library. I visualize a children's room west of
the reading room.
I thank the library staff, the trustees, friends of the





TOWN OF DUBLIN PLAYGROUND
The Playground registered 95 children from the ages of 5 to
15 living in Dublin during the summer of 1985. The two age
groups that had the most participation were ages 5 and 11 with
13 each signed up in them. Eight of these children were not
year round residents of the Town. Besides children in the
regular day to day program, siblings, adults and summer guest
participated in special activities such as: Monday Night Movies,
Library Movies, Library Party, The Friendly Farm, The Dog Show,
Andy's Skit, Cake Decorating Demonstration, Canobie Lake Park,
Computer Classes, Andy's Workshop and the Family Picnic.
A big addition to the Playground's program was the Family
Picnic held midway. Soccer, scooter races and the big ball were
a hit among the more than 100 participants. The deserts and
salads provided by everyone were yummy. This is one event that
will be repeated next year.
Job sharing was tried for the first year with Bill Ray of
Peterborough and Colin Kipka of Dublin. Both were very qualified
for the job but neither person was going to be available for the
entire time. Ted MacVeagh was instrumental in making the
transition from one person smooth.
Special awards handed out on field day went to Richard
Congdon for placing first in the Dublin Road Race for the second
year in a row. Bryan Begley earned 4 blobs in the Mini Races for
the second year in a row. Perfect attendance went to Meg
Fontaine, Nicholas Fox, Sarah and Travis McKenna and Heather
Patton. The children presented Mr. & Mrs. Glen Scribner with a
Dublin Playground T-Shirt in appreciation for all they have done.
I want to thank the following people for their help this
summer; Clarence Babneau, Conval Library, Dublin Community Church,
Dublin Town Library, First National Bank of Peterborough, Doris
Haddock, Colin Kipka, Pat McKenna, Kristen Opdyke, Mr. & Mrs.
Glen Scribner, Dan Walsh, Mike Worcester, Yankee Bulletin Board,
Mr. & Mrs. Brian Barden, Sally Collier, Dublin Community
Foundation, Dublin Women's Auxiliaty, Emmanuel Church, Stephen
Fontaine, Jane Hawkins, Jill Lawler, Mountain Messenger,
Peterborough Transcript, Rob Taylor, Bob Warpula, Mrs. Millard
Worcester, Carr's Store, Anita Crowell, Dublin Highway Dept.
,
Bethany Edwards, Char Forsten, Valerie Holden, Ted MacVeagh,






CHIEF: Robert N. McLean
OFFICER: Gary W. Carpenter
SPECIAL OFFICERS: H.A. Anderson
Arthur S. Whipple
SCHOOL CROSSING GUARD: Glenna S. Eaves
Telephone 563-8411 Emergency 352-1100
I, and the staff of your Police Department are pleased to
report on what we feel has been a successful year.
Perhaps of most significance is the fact that there were no
traffic fatalities in Dublin during 1985, compared to 4 traffic
deaths during 1984.
We did investigate 65 motor vehicle accidents, in which a
total of 20 persons required medical attention. These numbers,
we feel, are low in comparison to the high volume of traffic
on Route 101.
Still, in spite of increased public awareness, and extensive
publicity, our DWI arrests are still rising at an alarming rate;
28 drivers were charged with operating under the influence of
alcohol, an increase of 48% over 1984.
Other crimes continued their downward trend; we feel this is
a continuing benefit of our increased patrol activity. There is
a startling increase in assaults on police officers, usually by
persons under the influence of drugs or alcohol.
Hundreds and Hundreds of persons were summoned to Jaffrey
District Court for motor vehicle violations and misdemeanors, in
addition to the apprehension of several fugitives and felons.
A review of the foregoing statistics reveals what we feel
are the tangible benefits of our consistent patrol activity; less
overall crime, especially burglaries and vandalism, and the drop
in motor vehicle injuries and deaths.
The cooperation of our neighboring police and fire depart-
ments has done much to make our job easier, as has the trust and
confidence placed in us by the selectmen and residents of Dublin.
I, as well as my staff, wish to thank all of those who have
assisted us in so many ways. As in the past, we are proud to
have the opportunity of serving our community.
Respectfully submitted,
Robert N. McLean, Chief
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HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT
The activities of the Highway Department have included
through-out the year, the ususal tasks of plowing, sanding,
grading and ditching, patching, cleaning culverts and pulling
beaver dams.
Cobb Meadow Road and the Old Harrisville Road were oiled.
Plans to reconstruct the Slade Pond bridge were deferred
at the request of the Selectmen and the Conservation Commission.
The Charcoal Road project consisted of placing under drains
on both sides of the road, as well as culverts where needed.
Large stone was used around the bridge and ledge in the ditches
to keep the water from washing the road.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank all of those





REPORT OF THE DUBLIN CEMETERY
1985 finally brought a victory for Dublin and the cemetery.
Two by-pass decision could have greatly harmed our beautiful
cemetery and now we can go ahead with the expansion plans for
46 new lots and Carriage Lane.
We plan to extend the running water to Carriage Lane which
will help to establish this new development.
This spring we are spending over one thousand dollars on
cracked and badly leaning tomb stones.
Two white gates need repair and all seven gates painted.






DUBLIN FIRE DEPARTMENT 1985
1985 was a very busy year for the fire department. We
did not have any major fires in Dublin during the year but did
encounter several nasty blazes in Peterborough and Jaffrey. The
medical part of the Fire Dept. was also busy but our work is
in preperation and training, so that we are ready to help with
any emergency at any time. During the summer, a Dublin resident,
wishing to remain anonymous, donated the funds for us to purchase
an "Air Bag" lifting system. This consists of several ("welcome
mat") sized rubber plates that are inflatable with compressed
air. The pair of mats will lift about 50 tons which is handy
in certain rescue work with people traped under cars or fallen
trees. A small rescue boat, especially designed for "thin ice",
is now in the work with other funds donated for equipment. A
special thank you to those responsible.
The building expansion ran a little short due to fire
escape regulations which changed the design of the east end
considerably. This was very dissappointing but the project will
go out to bid again in early 1985.
Repairs are now complete on 1954 International - it looks
like new again, 1 wish I could say the same for the state
owned 1953 tanker! The years are showing on this unit and it
must be replaced soon.
The fire hydrants have been flushed and tested several times
this year. All fire equipment has received regular maintenance
and is in good shape except as noted above. (Tanker)
Fire alarms and false alarms are a problem. A good alarm
is a good life saving choice but a poor one or one treated im-
properly is an expensive pain for the Fire Dept. I have spent
many hours during 1985 to straighten out the problems. Well,
better luck with 1985.
1 would like to thank the firemen, all other town depart-




REPORT OF DIRECTOR OF CIVIL DEFENSE
1985 has been a quiet year for the Civil Defense Department.
Hurricane Gloria had the potential of being a very dangerous
storm, but we were lucky the storm lost its power and Dublin
received very minor damage. As a result of the winds from
Gloria, part of the town was without electricity for 26 hours.
A few trees blew down across roads but we quickly cleaned up and
there were no major tie ups on town roads.
This year we have tested our radiological equipment and
everything is working properly.
I attended a seminar in Keene this fall about hazardous
material.
The resource paper for the Town of Dublin is being updated





REPORT of the Health Officer
The year 1985 saw a marked increase in requests to witness
percolation tests: for sub-division, new construction and re-
placement septic systems. During the year there were a total
of 56 such requests and tests made. In addition several sites
were visited at the request of home owners to review and discuss
septic problems.
As a follow-up on Stone Pond, tests were made by the Water
Supply & Pollution Control Commission with no indication of pol-
lution by septic effluent. At the same time water samples were
taken at several places around Mud Pond, Stone Pond, Mud Pond as
well as Dublin Lake will continue to be monitored in conjunction
with the WS & PCC.
Other activities included:
Meetings in Concord - both on seminars of general interest
and specific citizen concerns.
Site reviews to provide inputs to other Town Boards -
Adjustment, Planning and Conservation.
Complaints of citizens regarding health, septic or
environmental concerns.
Facilities review and approval.
Review of Building Permit Applications.
Respectfully submitted.
Pierce Hoi 1 ingsworth
Health Officer
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REPORT OF THE SITE INSPECTOR
In 1985, the number of new buildings have increased and
the number of additions have decreased.
I would like to remind everyone that a building permit is
required for construction over $1,000.00 in value. All new
homes are required, by State Law, to have smoke detectors in-
stalled.
The permits issued in 1985 are as follows:
22 new homes $1,863,000.00
5 barns $ 33,300.00





CONVAL SCHOOL DISTRICT REPORT
This is my last year as the Dublin Representative to the
Conval School Board. I have enjoyed serving on the Board for
the past six years. During this time I have watched this
District become more responsive to student needs at all levels.
Conval is one of the best School Districts in New Hampshire, and
we should all be proud of it. We must all work to keep it that
way.
This year the Dublin Consolidated School has four teachers
again after having had only three for several years. Two of
these four teachers are new, Wendy Young and Janet Toko. Wendy
had previously taught for seven years in Hancock and Janet had
taught for several years in New Ipswich. We are fortunate to
have these two good experienced teachers. The grades are divided
into a single first grade with Ginny Firda, a second-third grade
combination with Wendy Young, a fourth-fifth grade combination
with Janet Toko, and a sixth grade with Char Forsten who is also
our teaching principal. As of next year, the Special Needs room
will no longer be in Dublin leaving needed space for our own
students.
The major repair work at the School this past year was re-
placing the gym ceiling. This job is not yet completed but will
be finished during one of the vacation blocks. An area behind
the school was blacktopped and other small jobs were done.
Charley Hedzel, the Coordinator of Instruction, has been
with us for a full year now and his job is showing excellent
results in maintaining standard curriculum throughout the District
and furnishing communication between the various units.
The PMS study is well under way and a recommendation for
that facility is forthcoming. This study includes a study of
the needs of the entire District. We are growing and the fore-
cast is that we will continue to grow. Some of our small schools
are becoming crowded and the High School is now at 102% of
capicity. Whatever recommendation is given for PMS must take
into account all of these problems.
Thank you for your support over the past six years.
Story Wright
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REPORT OF THE TOV/N CLEPJ<
DUBLIN, N. H.

















DUBLIN, NEW HAMPSHIRE 03444
ORIGINAL TAX COLLECTOR"S WARRANT
PROPERTY TAX
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
CHESHIRE COUNTY SS
To Anita J. Crowell, Collector of Taxes for the Town of Dublin
in said County.
In the name of said State you are hereby directed to
collect the taxes in the list herewith committed to you, amount-
ing in all to the sum of Four Hundred Forty Five Thousand Three
Hundred Eleven Dollars and 14/100 ($445,311.14) with interest
at 12% from the 1st day of July next on all sums not paid on or
before that day.
And we further order you to pay the same, when collected, to
the Treasurer of said Town on or before the last Monday in every
month.
The list on the following pages is a correct list of the
assessment of the County, Town, Highway and School taxes for the
year 1985, upon the ratable estates in said Town of Dublin, and
of all taxes assessed on the real estate in said Town of Dublin,
or persons and corporations not resident therein, as made by us,
the Selectmen of said Town of Dublin.
Given under our hands and seal, at Dublin, New Hampshire,
this 31st day of May in the year 1985.




The Selectmen of Dublin, New Hampshire give notice that
they have delivered to Anita J. Crowell, Collector of Taxes, a
correct list of the taxes, together with a Warrant in due from
of law for collecting the same.







DUBLIN, NEW HAMPSHIRE 03444
ORIGINAL TAX COLLECTOR'S WARRANT
PROPERTY TAX
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
CHESHIRE COUNTY SS
To Anita J. Crowell, Collector of Taxes for the Town of Dublin
in said County.
In the name of said State you are hereby directed to collect
the taxes in the list herewith commited to you, amounting in all
to the sum of Six Hundred Eighty Thousand Four Hundred Dollars
and 19/100 ($680,400.19) with interest at 12% from the 15 day
of December next on all sums not paid on or before that day.
And we further order you to pay the same, when collected, to
the Treasurer of said Town on or before the last Monday in every
month.
The list on the following pages is a correct list of the
assessment of the County, Town, Highway and School taxes for the
year 1985, upon the ratable estates in said Town of Dublin, and
of all taxes assessed on the real estate in said Town of Dublin,
or persons and corporations not resident therein, as made by us,
the Selectmen of said Town of Dublin.
Given under our hands and seal, at Dublin, New Hampshire,
this 13th day of November in the year 1985.




The Selectmen of Dublin, New Hampshire give notice that they
have delivered to Anita J. Crowell, Collector of Taxes, a
correct list of the taxes, together with a Warrant in due from of
law for collecting the same.







DUBLIN, NEW HAMPSHIRE 03444
SUPPLEMENTAL TAX COLLECTOR'S WARRANT
PROPERTY TAX
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
CHESHIRE COUNTY SS
To Anita J. Crowell, Collector of Taxes for the Town of Dublin
in said County.
In the name of said State you are hereby directed to collect
the taxes in the list herewith committed to you, amounting in all
to the sum of Two Thousand Two Hundred Seven Dollars and 24/100
($2,207.24) with interest at 12% from the 16 day of January 1986
next on all sums not paid on or before that day.
And we further order you to pay the same, when collected, to
the Treasurer of said Town on or before the last Monday in every
month.
The list on the following pages is a correct list of the
assessment of the County, Town, Highway and School taxes for the
year 1985, upon the ratable estates in said Town of Dublin, and
of all taxes assessed on the real estate in said Town of Dublin,
or persons and corporations not resident therein, as made by us,
the Selectmen of said Town of Dublin.
Given under our hands and seal, at Dublin, New Hampshire,
this 16th day of December in the year 1985.




The Selectmen of Dublin, New Hampshire give notice that
they have delivered to Anita J. Crowell, Collector of Taxes, a
correct list of the taxes, together with a Warrant in due from
of law for collecting the same.






UNCOLLECTED PROPERTY TAXES AS OF DECEMBER 31, 1985 1985 LEVY
Bauhan, William & Elizabeth 2,827.94
Bickford, David 2,486.64
Blanchette, Steven & Kelly 1,194.44
Blcxigett, Anne B. 860.04
Bodecker, Alexander 12.54
Brening, Mark & June 1,225.36
Brown, Lester F. & Amy 1,303.28
Brovm, Gary & Jean 1,130.69
Bryan, Arthur & Isabel L. 1,431.45
Burnham, Curtis & Elaine 1,651.78
Bxirnham, Paul & Edith 1,864.09
Burt, Roger 43.30
Butler, Jeanne D. 1,682.45
Carroll, John & Roger 869.44
Carroll, Robert & Caryl 553.88
Coutu, Albert & Aline 4,733.87
Curran, Maurice J. Ill 2,223.76
Dailey, Ralph & Ruth H. 2,095.23
Davis, Roy 270.84
Dev/ey, Mrs. Bradley 561.76
Dublin Christicin Academy 13,453.34
Dunning, Dennis 615.22
Exel, Richard & Leecia 379.09
Gagnon, VJilfred & Joyclyn 188.70
Geddes, Paul 551.76
Greene, R. Alan & Christy 1,048.14
Harris, Geoffrey & Delores 1,108.75
Hastings, Theresa & William B. 2,642,30
Henderson, Frances & Edith 1,072.32
Hicks, D. Scott & Nancy 2,046.27
Hoilingsworth. Pierce 808.99
Inferrera, John & Emily 1,225.38
Jamgochian, Albert K. & Barbara 1,851.27
Kastner, Dorothy 806.74
Mxiirhead, Robert Jr. 2,083.73




Meehan, James & Lois 2,144.34
Mika, Richard 4,628.97
Mitchell, Harlan & Shirley 531.46
Nannini, Carl & Bonnie 427.70
Niemela, Sanfrid E. & Elizabeth 1,767.10
Pinney, Allan & Beth 1,037.69
Preston, Sarah 1,526.98
Rajaniemi, Lauri Estate 1,773.37
Rajaniemi, Theodore & Joan 611.33
Robinson, James C. 1,551.51
Sedlewicz, Eurgene 107.44
Staley, Carl & Anne 991,02
Stark, John & Susan 127.86
-94-




Walker, David & Candace 2,416.04
Walker, Patricia C. 452.49
Willard, Richard & Brenda 1,738.88
Worcester, Dolores M. 1,703.35
Young, Jane S. 531.46
Anable, Perry 821.08
Anderson, Calvin 144,44
Bartlett, Frances & Gail 788.63
Bergwall, Marie A. 194.13
Bernier, Elizabeth K. 1 751.64
Beynon, William & Wagner, Doris 133.66
Blackwell, Thomas & Linda 1,013.31
Bluidnikas, Vytautas J. 376.81
Bullard, Dexter & Louisa 1,214.82
Caggiani, Carlos & Maria 1,301.00
Cambre, Phyllis 83.38
Carter, Marijke D. 1,010.53
Christian, Gerald & Cheryl '810.27
Coty, Ernest J. & Jean 1,162.25
Dennis, Edward 1^096!o5
Ehmann, Evan 1 158.74
Eldredge, Edward 175.04
Field, David & Brenda 121.50




Hazelton, Bonnie Jo 274.33
Hewitt, Peter M. & Luan 1 246.03
Holdsworth, Frederick & Loiiise '412,40
Jenkins, David & Sandra 737.06
Kenney, Thomas 3.18
Kisluk, Zygmunt, & Julie 1,873.22
Korpi, Robert R. 1^518.07
Lambert, Susan 126.02
Lanteigne, Carlton & Barbara 417.91
Lary, William C. & Shirley 1,752^29
Leyden, Peter & Mary '265! 00
Loftis, Mary 1,151.* 43
Luebkanan, Jeffrey W. 870.15
Monaghan, Dennis & Sharron 1,217!91
Moody, Charles & Angelina 1*647.78
Moody, Kerry & Debora 1 052.77
Moore, F. H. & Toye M. E. l!l3o!56
Moore, James & Conway, Richard 1,006.60
Nienela, Carl & Marsha 2 062.90
Pap, Peter B. & Jenny L. 1,651.73
Phillips, David & Janet R. 696.33
Pickford, William 1 562 [62
Plante, Arthur & Beverly 432.20
-95-
Plante, James & Margaret 428.91
Pockett, Arol & Rita 290.40
Rocconi, Mark & Diane 340.53
Scott, Harold 1,214.32
Siraard, Raymond & Dorothy 911.47
Summers, David, Charles & Frank 777.80
Summers, William & Faith 422.63
TheroTox, Gregory 175.47
Thomas Realty Corp. 423.10
Thomashow, Mitch & Cindy 222.48
VJard, James S. 423.91
-96-






































Carroll, Robert F. Jr.
Channon, V/illiam
Cleveland , Nathan































































































































































































DUBLIN, NEW HAMPSHIRE 03444
ORIGINAL WARRANT
RESIDENT TAX LEVY
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
CHESHIRE COUNTY SS
To Anita J. Crowell, Collector of Taxes for the Town of Dublin
in said County.
In the name of said State you are hereby directed to
collect on or before December first, next following, from the
several persons named in the list herewith committed to you,
the Resident Taxes in said list set against their names
respectively, amounting in all to the total sum of Nine Thousand
Five Hundred Dollars and 00/100--($9,500.00) and on or before
the tenth day of the month following that in which collected, or
oftener, pay the same over to the Treasurer as the same are
collected.
And you are further directed to add to and collect with all
Resident Taxes not paid in full on or before December first,
next a penalty of one dollar ($1.00) as incident thereto.
Attached is a correct list of all the Resident Taxes
assessed by us on the first day of April, 1985 against the
persons named.
Given under our hands and seal at Dublin, New Hampshire,
this 31st day of May in the year 1985.












THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
CHESHIRE COUNTY SS
To Anita J. Crowell, Collector of Taxes for the Town of Dublin in
said County:
In the name of said State you are hereby directed to collect
on or before December first, next following, from the several
persons named in the list herewith committed to you, the
Resident Taxes in said list set against their names respectively,
amounting in all to the total sum of One Hundred Thirty Dollars
and no cents ($130.00) and on or before the tenth day of the
month following that in which collected, or oftener, pay the same
over to the Treasurer as the same are collected.
And you are further directed to add to and collect with all
Resident Taxes not paid in full on or before December first, next,
a penalty of one dollar ($1.00) as incident thereto.
The following is a correct list of all Supplemental Resident
Taxes assessed by us on this 23 day of December in the year 1985,
against the persons named.
John Albano Leonard Beaulieu Polly B. Carll
Robert H. Crawford W. Scott Jackson Ellen B. Kennel ly
Ann Lent David Marlowe Irvin C. Webber
David A. Young Jane S. Young Jane F. Young
John D. Young, Jr.
Given under our hands and seal at Dublin, New Hampshire,
this 23rd day of December in the year 1985.
Robert W. Krogman, Chairman
Theresa A. Hastings









THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
CHESHIRE COUNTY SS
To Anita J. Crowell, Collector of Taxes for the Town of Dublin
in said County:
In the name of said State you are hereby directed to collect
on or before December first, next following, from the several
persons named in the list herewith committed to you, the
Resident Taxes in said list set against their names respectively,
amounting in all to the total sum of Four Hundred and Ninety
Dollars and 00/100 ($490.00) and on or before the tenth day of
the month following that in which collected, or oftener, pay the
same over to the Treasurer as the same are collected.
And you are further directed to add to and collect with
all Resident Taxes not paid in full on or before December first,
next, a penalty of one dollar ($1.00) as incident thereto.
The following is a correct list of all Supplemental
Resident Taxes assessed by us on this 21 day of October in the























































hands and seal at Dublin, New Hampshire, this
n the year 1985.





















































































































































































































































































































Hastings: Wil Ham B. Jr.
Havill : Anne R.






































































































Korpi : John W.













































































































































































































































Seaver: Robert E. Jr.
Seaver: Thomas
Segal : Kenneth B.
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Wood: Hamilton B. Ill
Woodbury: Bruce M.
Woodhouse: Kevin
Woodward: Betty Ann
Woodward: Frederick
Woodward: David P.
Woodward: Taimi
Worcester: Delores M.
Worcester: Michael M.
Wozmak
Wright
Wright
Wright
Wright
Wright
Wright
Wyman:
Yates:
Yates:
Jack
Elizabeth S,
Georgia B.
Thomas
T. Spencer
James A.
Judith
Thomas
Lisa
Wayne
110-
Yeomans: Clinton
Yeomans: Joan
Younie: Edward
Zakon: Steven
Zucker: Dana
Zucker: Patricia
Ahern: Patricia
Raleigh: Parris A.
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